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One of the most

Policy (Authorized Use) and

Streaming media

significant changes was the

is actually in violation of

services that allowed

restriction of access to

each of these provider’s

students to actively

YouTube and the removal

terms of service.”

engage and participate

of access to streaming

This removal of access to

in the selection of

media services, such as

streaming media services has

movies in the club are

Netflix, Amazon Prime, and

affected the functions of

now unavailable. The

Hulu. YouTube was

various clubs and classes

club can now only watch

restricted in response to

such as the Film

movies that can be

changes in its privacy

Appreciation Club, which

borrowed

policies. As stated in the

serves to bring like-minded

from local libraries or

SCSD’s YouTube guidelines,

students together to analyze

are available on district-

students’ access to

the art form of film. Mr.

approved streaming

YouTube videos is

Gordon, the club advisor for

services.

dependent on their age and

the past six years, explained

the recommended viewing

the impact on the club.

dying art form, it will

age for the video. However,

become increasingly

the SCSD said these

“We were watching The
Sound of Metal on Amazon

guidelines state that faculty

Prime, splitting the movie

movie genres,” says

members “are able to

into thirds,” he said. “But

Gordon. "We used to

continue exploring,

suddenly, we couldn’t finish

borrow movies from

viewing, and showing

the last part of the movie.”

local libraries exclusively

“As DVDs become a

harder to diversify our

YouTube videos, within the
school Google domain, to
students/classes through
the YouTube website.” If a
video is completely
restricted, faculty can
request that it be
unrestricted or can use
WeVideo and/or Google
Drive to play it.
The SCSD said the
decision to ban streaming
media services was made
because “the use of
individual/personal
accounts to access
streaming media services in
the classroom...is not
compliant with the Syosset
Board of Education Policy

Photo: Screenshots
of restricted pages

4526 - Acceptable Use
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but doing that also made it

In addition to after-

but they listed Kanopy,

hard to plan ahead and

school extracurricular

Swank, ProQuest,

limited our selection."

activities, English classes

Discovery Streaming, and

Other groups throughout

were also impacted by the

Facts on File Access as

the school also find

removal of access to

digital alternatives to

themselves with more

streaming media services as

streaming media services.

limited options due to the

movies often serve as a

Also, the SCSD provides

removal of access to

form of literature. Mr.

DVDs and VHS copies of

streaming media services.

Gordon, who also teaches

videos, as well as the

According to Julia Ji, the

"English 12 Examining

means to play them.

Vice President of the

Americana," explained,

Korean Culture Group, “For

“Although to a lesser degree

to streaming media

Halloween, we had planned

than the Film Appreciation

services has indeed

on watching Train to Busan,

Club, in my English class I

altered a tool used in

a Korean horror movie. But

would show the Social

classes and clubs

we realized too late that we

Dilemma, a documentary

throughout the school, but

couldn’t access the movie

exclusively on Netflix which

according to the SCSD, the

on Amazon Prime and had

is now restricted.”

decision was made with

to settle with a random

The SCSD recognizes

video that we found

that this may create

unblocked on YouTube.”

challenges for teachers,

The removal of access

the best interest of
students in mind.

ROCK ON! WKWZ
MOVES INTO ITS
NEW DIGS

BY: AANIKA SHAH,
STAFF WRITER

WKWZ 88.5 FM, Syosset

modern space is also more

High School’s own student

bright and lively for

and faculty run radio

students of the WKWZ

station, moved into a new

club and radio classes.

location near the upper

The Pulse had the

and lower E-Hall entrance.

opportunity to speak to

Unveiled on October 22nd,

two advisors of the radio

this newly upgraded

station—Mr. Patrick

facility has brand new

Gessner and Ms. Maria

equipment such as a

Chambers—about the

broadcast unit and a

move. The Pulse

broadcast console. The

interviewed them
concerning some of the

Photo: New setup of WKWZ station
Source: Instagram @wkwz885
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Photo: Old setup of the station
Source: Instagram @wkwz885

Photo: New setup of the station
Source: Instagram @wkwz885

Aesthetically pleasing than
upgrades in the radio station

the older one.”

hardworking Syosset High

and their thoughts on this

In addition to aesthetics,

School staff. The custodial

facility compared to the

the facility received major

and IT staff have helped with

previous one.

equipment upgrades,

building tables and

including a new remote

repurposing equipment for

“When COVID hit, we were

broadcast unit that allows

the station, making the

not allowed to broadcast

connection to the radio

relocation cost-effective.

from the basement because

tower via the Internet. The

of COVID protocols.” The

new station also has an

newfound visibility will help

prior station was located in

advanced broadcast

WKWZ better serve the

the basement of the school,

console, which is used to

school and the Syosset

which was deemed unsafe in

control what the listeners

community as a whole.

a COVID environment due to

hear. Ms. Chambers

the lack of ventilation. The

emphasized that “The new

Syosset High School's radio

revamped radio station is

broadcast unit will

station, join the WKWZ club

also more lively with features

improve the station a lot,”

or the internship program!

such as a repurposed WKWZ

allowing for more

Please contact Mr. Patrick

mural and a window that

broadcasts of a variety of

Gessner or Ms. Maria

allows students passing by to

events such as sports

Chambers if there are any

see students working at the

games, which were not

questions.

station. Katerina Paxinos, a

possible before.

Ms. Chambers stated,

student taking Introduction

WKWZ’s relocation

This relocation and

To learn more about the

Make sure to tune into
WKWZ 88.5 FM every evening

to Radio, said, “The new radio

would not have been

after school for live

station is definitely more

possible without the

broadcasts!
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CLUB SPOTLIGHT:
JAZZ ENSEMBLE MAKES
A RETURN
BY: AVA MODARRESI, STAFF WRITER
Allowing all devoted brass
players from grades 9-12 to
embrace their musical talents,
Jazz Ensemble is adored by
many. Jazz Ensemble is a group
of students who perform jazz
music and on occasion, tunes
from other genres. In order to
be a part of the group, a
student must go through an
audition process before they
are put into either the Jazz
Ensemble or the Stage Band;
the former consists of more
advanced and experienced
players. The musicians are
given four pieces of music to
learn and rehearse for an hour
and a half every week. These
efforts culminate in a concert
in December and a jazz festival
in April.
Like many other clubs, the
activities of Syosset's Jazz
Ensemble faced extreme
difficulties due to COVID-19.
Last year, students and
audience members were
extremely disappointed by the
impossibility of having inperson concerts. This made
many musicians feel like all of
their hard work was going

Photo: Canva

towards nothing. Sophomore
Lizzie Shyer says,
"We weren't able to
showcase how we’ve
improved throughout a short
period of time and how we’ve
all come together to create
music.”
Despite the hardships Jazz
Ensemble has faced, the
group is making a comeback

and looking better than ever.
With a return to fully in-person
school, the ability to play as a
complete musical group has
benefited the club immensely.
Shyer explains how the impact
on the club has lessened.
“We started playing six feet
apart this year (compared to
twelve feet last year) and there
may be new regulations
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CLUB SPOTLIGHT: JAZZ ENSEMBLE
to change it to three feet apart.
We are having concerts and the
Jazz Fest, which in my opinion,
is the best concert of all time. I
was so upset last year when it
was cancelled but am so so so
happy that it was reinstated for
this year. Jazz Fest is basically
when all of the jazz bands of all
of the schools in Syosset come
together for one night and play
a piece or two to represent
their musical talents. The Jazz
Ensemble meets once a week,
but everyone works on their
pieces at home as well. I always
look forward to meeting up
with the rest of the club and
playing what we love most."

Jazz Ensemble provides
Syosset's students a place to
embrace their musical and
artistic talent. Shyer says, “I like
Jazz Ensemble because it gives
a sense of togetherness and the
ability to work together on
something that was written by
just one person. I participate
because not only does it give
me a feeling of happiness but
music calms me down and calls
out to my anxiety no matter
what it was caused by.”
If you are interested in
becoming a part of Jazz
Ensemble for the 2022-2023
school year, talk to Mr. Caputo
or Mr. Larocca.

OPINIONS
the year. After
Syosset High
School’s pep rally
was cancelled for
two consecutive
years due to the
pandemic and the
construction of the
new turf, the
enjoyable school
tradition returned

WAS THE LONG
AWAITED PEP
RALLY A SUCCESS?
BY: MAYA KOPACZ, OPINIONS EDITOR,
AND JULIA ARKER, STAFF WRITER

on October 22nd.
Students were

Pep rallies are a
valued school

thrilled, especially

tradition because they

the freshman,

generate school spirit

sophomore, and

for their school’s sport

junior classes

teams during the fall

because it was a

athletic season, that

new experience for

continues throughout

them.
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Photo: Syosset Pep Rally
Source: Syosset Central School District Facebook

Mr. Calabria, the Varsity
Lacrosse Coach, has been
teaching at Syosset for many
years. He has seen countless
pep rallies. On the 2021 pep
rally, he said, “Pep rally is one
of the most awesome things
that the school does."
"What's interesting is that
it has rained for like the past
seven or eight years and now
this year, it's a beautiful day.
So, I'm really looking forward
to seeing all the athletes out
there, seeing the student
body out there and really

and Varsity Kickline.
Within the event, we saw the
Varsity Kickline team perform
a jazz-funk routine to a
mashup of songs by Britney
Spears and Rihanna.
Sophomore dancer Callie
Forrest stated, “I am super
excited to be performing with
my team at my first pep rally.
We have a great dance
prepared and can’t wait to do
it.” The routine was led by
three senior captains. After

the performance, Callie added,
“The performance was so fun;
dance has been something I
have always loved to do and
now being able to perform
with my amazing teammates
has been an experience I will
never forget.”
Another group that
performed was the Varsity
Cheer team. The cheerleaders
executed plenty of impressive
stunts while cheering on all of
the other varsity athletes.

showing some school spirit
we need at Syosset High
School,” he continued.
At the pep rally, several fall
athletic teams were
celebrated: Girls Varsity
Soccer, Boys Varsity Soccer,
Girls Varsity Volleyball, Boys
Varsity Volleyball, Girls Cross
Country, Boys Cross Country,
Girls Varsity Tennis, Girls
Swimming, Boys Badminton,
Cheerleading, Varsity Football

Photo: Syosset Pep Rally
Source: Caroline Hsu
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Ms. Balducci, who
coaches cheer and teaches
at Syosset High School,
shared, “I am just beyond
thrilled that we can have a
pep rally this year and go
back to being normal and
hopefully grow our school
spirit back to what it should
be.”
The captains of all the
fall sports teams also gave
speeches, mentioning all
the hard work and
achievements
Photo: Syosset Pep Rally
Source: Syosset Central School District Facebook

accomplished by the teams
during the past
season. These captains
included Quinn Broggy of
the Varsity Football team,
Sawyer Wayne and Cole
Nevins of the Boys Soccer
team, Nicole Conklin and
Emily Berg of the Girls Cross
Country team, and Paige
Fragoso of the Girls Soccer
team.
Some Syosset High
School students, shared

stated, “This was a great restart
to the normal tradition of
Syosset High School.” Sharon
Lim said, “It was nice seeing
everyone join in and participate
together.” Sabrina Guo shared,
“It was great to see the various
sports teams get recognized for
their hard work, especially
during trying times like this
pandemic. It was a morale
booster for all of Syosset."

Although students enjoyed
and appreciated the pep rally,
several mentioned aspects of
the event that could be
improved for the future. Junior
Alyssa Pinto stated, “Syosset
High School could better
execute students entering and
leaving the pep rally. It was a
mob and people were on top of
each other. Staggering entries
and exits would probably help
the chaos.” Jonathan Wong

their thoughts on the 2021

said, “In the future, Syosset

pep rally. Vikas Trivedi

High School could include
more games like the relay race
at the end.” Stamatia Katsaros
mentioned, “There could be
decorations too. Maybe
streamers or balloon letters?”
Overall, the 2021 pep rally
was a success. Students were
able to spend time together
while acknowledging and
celebrating Syosset High
School's incredible sports
Photo: Canva

teams.
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ENTERTAINMENT

SYOSSET HIGH
SCHOOL’S
CARNIVAL IS BACK!

BY: AVA NEEDLEMAN AND LAUREN
GRAZIOSI, ENTERTAINMENT EDITORS

Syosset High School's annual
carnival has returned! The
carnival took place from
October 22nd to October 24th
and was an extremely
successful event planned by the
Syosset Student Government.
The community came together
to raise funds for the school and
clubs. Numerous activities were
enjoyed by all—whether it be
the Ferris wheel, the Gravitron,
the various games, prizes, or
rides, there was something for
everyone! Syosset High School
students sold tickets and set up
booths for the community to
learn more about various clubs
and how they each help make
the high school a better place.
The opening of the carnival
followed the pep rally at the
high school. Set up near the
track, an empty field was
rapidly transformed into an
entirely new place. Filled with
booths selling intriguing food,
various rides for attendees of all
ages, and tables for the many of
clubs at SHS, the carnival was a
great success.
The carnival is one of the
biggest fundraisers for the
school and is just an all-around
Photo: Syosset Carnival
Source: Emma Staller
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fun event for the community.
Last fall, there was no carnival
due to the ongoing pandemic,
leaving not only the students
devastated, but also a club
budget that was significantly
reduced. Therefore, it was
crucial to put the school
carnival on for this upcoming
year.
So, how did it go? The Pulse
asked the opinions of Syosset
students themselves. Eleventhgrade student Sophia Bianchi
stated, “After experiencing
virtual learning last year and
our school not being able to
host many in-person events, it

was almost refreshing to go to
the carnival and see everyone
all together this year.” She then
went on to say that she had
such a great time that she went
two nights in a row—both Friday
and Saturday night!
Ninth-grader Vivian Graziosi
also shared her thoughts on the
event. She said, “My friends with
older siblings have always told
me that Syosset does not host
many events that give students
a sense of school spirit, but the
carnival is one of the very few
that does. And after attending
the carnival this weekend, I can
completely agree with them!"

She continued, "I was
surrounded by everyone in my
grade and even got to sell
goodies for one of the clubs
I’m in. I can’t wait for next
year’s carnival!”
While many students came
to enjoy the different rides and
activities, others came to
represent and promote their
clubs. For instance, Interact, a
popular club in school, sold
lollipops to raise money for the
Andrew Mcdonough B+
Foundation. Fundraising
coordinator Harry Dresner said,
“Being able to bring our whole
community together and have
lots of fun while raising money
for an amazing organization is
so important to me, especially
after a year full of virtual
events that didn’t raise a lot of
money or show any Syosset
spirit.” For the past year, due to
the pandemic, schools
worldwide have been lacking
spirit, motivation, and funds
for clubs and
sports...fortunately, Syosset
spirit is back!
Photos (3): Syosset Carnival
Source: Caroline Hsu
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Photo: Canva

Photos: Carnival Booths
Source: Caroline Hsu

Dresner also
stated, “It feels good
to be able to say
Syosset is back
because instead of
only seeing half of my
grade because of the
hybrid schooling, the
current school year
plus the carnival
allows us to all come
together.
Senate treasurer
Ben Silber stated,
“The lines were neverending! We raised
more than triple the
amount we have in
our previous years,
$39,000.00 exactly,
which is very
encouraging. This is
likely due to everyone
itching to get back to
normalcy after not

having the carnival
last year due to
Covid-19.
He went on to say
that one thing to
keep in mind is that
the schools’ portion
of the money raised
through the carnival,
like any year, is
designated for the
Student Government.
This means that
anything the money
is used for must
benefit all grade
levels at Syosset High
School and perhaps
even future classes as
well. Clearly, the
Syosset Carnival was
a big hit and nothing
short of a wellorganized and
exciting event!

Photos: Carnival Ride
Source: Emma Staller
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ASTROWORLD TRAGEDY—WILL
IT AFFECT STUDENTS' VIEWS
ON CONCERTS?
BY: JULIA ARKER, STAFF WRITER

Dating back to the
famous 1960s
Woodstock Music
Festival, music
concerts have been an
enjoyable way for fans
to see their favorite
artists perform live.
However, due to the
pandemic, major
gatherings like
concerts have had to
be put on a hold for
the past two years.
Nevertheless, in 2021,
live concerts have
made a comeback with
fans more excited than
ever.
American rapper
Travis Scott, was one of
the first artists to
reinstate live musical
events. Scott is wellknown for hosting the
annual “Astroworld”
music festival, which
started in 2018 with
the release of his
Astroworld album, and
has been a major
attraction for fans
across the country.
Unfortunately, this
year’s festival took an
unpredictable turn.
The November 5th
event in Houston,
Texas was expected to
be a two-day concert

Photo: LA Times Article

with 50,000
attendees. The event
was cut short when
the performance
became a life-anddeath struggle for the
audience. The music
festival led to
hundreds of injuries
and the death of ten
audience members,
ranging from nine to
27 years old. There is a
lot of speculation
regarding what
started this chaos, but
investigators have
suspected the
primary reason was
that the victims were

trampled when there
was a surge towards
the stage.
At the start of the
event, many people
were seen rushing
through the VIP
entrances, knocking
over numerous metal
detectors and
spectators at the
concert. Security
guards attempted to
stop the stampede of
venue crashers, yet
they were ignored
and their efforts made
little impact. The
Houston police chief
visited the concert’s

headliner to express
his concerns about the
audience’s energy, but
Travis Scott
disregarded the
concerns and
continued performing.
At around 9:30 p.m.,
officials noticed
people falling down
from injuries, and the
night continued to
worsen.
Several performer's
released statements
concerning the
tragedy. Drake was the
first artist to do so; the
35-year-old rapper
wrote “I’ve spent the
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past few days trying
to wrap my mind
around this
devastating tragedy. I
hate resorting to this
platform (Instagram)
to express an emotion
as delicate as grief
but this is where I find
myself.” Travis Scott
also released a
statement through a
video apologizing for
what occurred at his
event. In the video, he
says he has been
praying for the
families, working on
identifying the
unknown bodies, and
that he intends to
give the festival
attendees full

refunds.
Furthermore,
rapper Roddy Rich,
who also performed
at the event, is giving
his profits from the
event to the victims'
families.
Being that music
festivals are a very
popular activity
among teenagers,
some students at
Syosset High School
are upset and scared.
Sophomore Talia
Cutolo, an avid fan of
Scott, gave her
opinion on the events
that have transpired:
“Travis Scott is one of
my favorite rappers,
along with the

performers at the
festival. I am super
upset that people that
enjoy his music like I
do had to face such
terrible tragedy.”
When asked if the
tragedy will affect her
future concert
experiences,
sophomore Carly
Brookstone said, “Yes,
definitely. I think that
it caused everyone to
realize that even a
concert that’s
supposed to be fun
can turn into
something much
more. I will always
think about what
happened when going
to another concert.”

This past September,
sophomore Brooke
Barrie attended
Governor's Ball, another
major music festival, at
Citi field. When
comparing that festival
to the tragedy at
Astroworld, she stated,
“At Gov Ball, there were
intense crowds, but
nothing like this. I guess
it really depends more
on the crowd and the
performers. I feel like
Travis Scott definitely
knew something was up,
yet he rallied the crowd
up more. I am a bit
hesitant about going to
my next music festival
now.”

SPORTS

SYOSSET GIRLS
VARSITY SWIM
AND DIVE
BY: EMMA PORTNOY, STAFF WRITER
The best words to describe the Syosset
Girls Varsity Swim and Dive team’s 2021 season
would be record-breaking. In this historic
season, the swim team shattered multiple
team and individual records.
As a team, the season was filled with many
highlights and achievements. Most recently,
they finished their season with a final score of
341 points at Counties. This was truly a historic
moment as this finish set the record as the

Photo: Cadence O'Donnell during a meet against Garden City
Source: Instagram @syossetswimdive
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SPORTS OP-ED
highest that any Syosset Girls
Swim and Diving team has ever
placed. As part of their
dominating season, they also
set another team record as the
first Syosset Girls Varsity Swim
Team to triumph as the
winners of Division C. During
the three-day Division C meet,
the team impressively scored
the highest totals of any team.
As if that wasn’t enough, the
Syosset Girls Varsity Swim
Team made history again with
a thrilling, first-ever Conference
one win over Hewlett. The run
to the conference
championships was
highlighted by one of the most
exciting meets of the year
where the Braves defeated
Manhasset, the defending
Conference one champions.
In a season filled with
record-breaking wins, there

were also a number of
individual accomplishments.
Amelie Eng qualified for states
in the 100 Yard Fly event with
a time of 59.80. In addition,
Amelie, along with teammates
Cristina Singh, Caroline Hu,
and Cadence O'Donnell,
qualified for states when they
finished first at the Nassau
County Championships with a
time of 1:52.87 in the 200
Medley Relay. Another school
record was broken in the 200Freestyle relay by the team of
Amelie Eng, Cadence
O’Donnell, Audrey Chen, and
Caroline Hu, with a time of
1:42.66. The record-breaking
continued with Megan Hu,
who additionally qualified for
states in the 100-Breastroke
with a time of 1:06.82,

breaking her own record and
the school record as well. This
year’s state championships in
Ithaca were well represented
by a special and record
breaking group of Lady
Braves.
Success on this level in
competitive swimming and
diving requires a true team
effort that includes hard
work, discipline,
commitment, dedication, and
passion for the sport. Setting
this many records and
winning championships
represents the highest
rewards for both team and
individual successes. As
sophomore Amelie Eng said
in summarizing the season: “It
was a hard and tough journey
but the feeling, in the end, is
like no other.”
Congratulations to the
entire team on an amazing
season!

Photos (4): Syosset Girls Varsity Swim and Dive Team
Source: Instagram @syossetswimdive
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SYOSSET GIRLS
VARSITY TENNIS
SPORTS OP-ED

BY: JILLIAN ORESKY, SPORTS EDITOR
In a season that can only be described
with superlatives, the Syosset Braves Girls
Varsity Tennis Team had its best season in
recent history! This season’s
accomplishments included a big win
against Hills East in the Long Island Large
School Championship and an exciting 7-0
sweep in the New York State Semi-finals.
Even though the team was ultimately
defeated in the State Finals, the girls’
victories did not go unnoticed. All-County
honors were awarded to a whopping nine
girls, and four girls earned All-State
Honors.
Many of the girls on this year’s team
have been playing together for years and
have cumulatively put in thousands of
hours honing their skills and competing in
matches. Their commitment was rewarded
with the impressive results they achieved.
Succeeding as a tennis player requires
extreme dedication, concentration,
repetition, and mental strength.
Succeeding as a high school team
requires working together on and off the
court, providing encouragement from the
sidelines, and maintaining confidence in
the team and its players. Every ball counts,
and matches often come down to the very
last point, which the girls experienced
firsthand this year in their 4-3 win over Port
Washington in the Nassau County
Championship match. With the score tied
at 3-3, it all came down to winning the
match at fourth doubles. Abby Glenn and
Amanda Huang were in the unenviable
position of holding the fate of the team in
their hands. After splitting sets, Glenn and
Huang needed to overcome a significant
deficit to clinch the match with a decisive

Photo: Syosset Girls Varsity Tennis Team
Source: Syosset Central School District Facebook

win on their court. With
tremendous focus and
support from the crowd,
the girls managed to do
just that and won the
deciding set 6-4. When
asked about the win,
Glenn said, “Externally I
looked calm, but
internally I was freaking
out. Having someone on
the court with you
definitely helps during a

partner and I stayed
calm and consistent,
we could win.”
Glenn then went
on to say that the
pressure of being
down 0-4 in that
third set caused a
great deal of stress,
but “the stress helped
us out because
[Amanda and I] both
play extremely well

crazy set like this.The
screaming in the stands
got my adrenaline
rushing like crazy and I

under pressure,” a
sentiment that has
often been
articulated by Coach

knew that if my

Fisher.
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With the
conclusion of their
remarkable season, it
is already time to start
looking ahead to next
year’s season. Even
with a couple of the
team’s top players
graduating, the 2023
Girls Varsity Tennis
Team has tremendous
talent remaining and
seems poised to
dominate again next
year. Congratulations
Photo: Athletes Advance to New York State Semifinals
Source: Long Island Tennis Magazine

to the whole team on
an incredible season!

SYOSSET GIRLS VARSITY
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
BY: JILLIAN ORESKY, SPORTS EDITOR
It has been an incredibly
exciting season for the Girls
Cross Country Team. For the
first time since the COVID-19
pandemic hit, the fall
athletic season was back to
normal at Syosset High
School; even better, the girls
team was in winning form!
The team not only had the
opportunity to participate in
regular meets, but also
invitationals and Counties.
The girls’ outstanding
showing at these
competitions qualified the
team for States.
When interviewed, Coach
Spiteri shared that “It was
the girls’ 10th time in a row

winning the County
Championship.” He went on
to say that it was also their
12th time in 14 years earning
that honor—what a huge
accomplishment! The team
competes in 5k events
(equivalent to 3.1 miles) and
continues to impress with
their commitment and
dedication to running in
record times.
Girls Cross Country is
serious business. The training
is intense both physically
and mentally, and requires
an inordinate amount of
commitment to succeed.
Muscles, soreness, aching,
and straining are not at all

Photo: Athletes During Competition
Source: Instagram @malloryngitngit
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Photo: Syosset Girls Varsity Cross Country Team
Source: Syosset Central School District Facebook

unusual. While training,
most of the girls run 35-40
miles per week and
maintain a very strict diet to
stay in peak form for
competition. Runs in poor
weather conditions, long
hours, and fatigue are no
strangers to the girls on the
team. Yet they continue to
run and enjoy the sport
with gusto!
Junior Samantha Mayer

has been running track
since 8th grade and is a
standout runner, earning
All-County honors this
year. Sam said, “I run cross
country because I think
that we are such a close
team and we are like a
family. It is so much fun to
run and do workouts and
it feels amazing to finish
races after knowing you
raced for your team

alongside them.” Samantha
also plays for the Varsity
Basketball team as a guard,
and Cross Country helps her
achieve great stamina from
training all fall.
I believe I can speak on
behalf of the entire school
when I wish the Girls Cross
Country and Track Team all
the best in continuing their
winning streak next season!

Photo: Canva
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THE VISUAL ARTS CONTEST!
THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR SUBMISSIONS,
AND CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS!

The Pulse is still seeking talented
photographers and artists!
passionate about art/photography?
eager to showcase their skills?
have a competitive spirit?
love receiving PRIZES?

WINNING SUBMISSION:

ANITA LIM
SELECTED PROMPT:
What does the term "reopening" mean to you?

"This piece depicts a melody
through the darkness. It
portrays the brightness reintroduced in my life as I
discovered the true beauty of
music through the times of the
pandemic. My world has been
re-opened, as I, along with
millions of others, find peace
with my troubles through
music and photography."
Photo by Anita Lim

RUNNER-UP:

MAKO KOBAYASHI

SELECTED PROMPT: How has
the pandemic impacted your
world, in and out of school?
"The pandemic has cut me off from the outside
world, isolating me from everything and everyone
that I cared about. To cope with this, I turned to
stories, whether they be movies, TV shows, or
books, to escape this reality for even a little bit.
Escapism is what got me through much of the
quarantine period, and this photo showcases that."

THE NEXT THEMES
[PLEASE INDICATE THE ONE YOU CHOOSE]

1. Why do you celebrate holidays?
2. What is your ideal holiday?
3. How do you spread festivity?

Photo by Mako Kobayashi

**Submissions MUST be emailed to zhaojen@syossetschools.org by December 24th, 2021.**
*Two winners will be announced in the next Pulse edition.
*First Place Prize: gift card to Amazon
If there are any questions, please feel free to reach out to the email above.
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